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Good Afternoon Parents! 

Fall is upon us!  

While this newsletter will serve an a preview of what to expect in the week(s) ahead, we 

realize we got a late start with creating it, so we wanted to introduce more bits to what the 

program here at CLUB D.I.S. and W is all about. Since we strive for more autonomy with our 

students here, we don’t have any mandatory activities (unless parents insist students get 

homework done by a specific time.) Every other activity here at Club is only by willing 

participation. BUT, left to their own devices and students might find themselves glued to 

their own devices, right? So, we here at Club strive, every day, to come up with activites the 

students would want to do instead of focusing on their phones. We have an outline to how 

each week is going to go, and it reads as follows: 

Mondays: Meeting & Store. Taking note kids want to be “treated less like kids” we started 

having meetings. This is where review the week ahead, any new rules, and take suggestions 

for new activities. Afterwards, the “store” opens up where students can use their points to 

buy priviledges or various treats. 

Tuesdays: Taste Test/ Cooking. While students can cook anytime a teacher can supervise, 

Taste Testing allows students to try new things, and Cooking teaches a new skill around the 

kitchen. 

Wednesdays: Organized Activity. An organized gym game that is typically 5th grade vs. 

Everyone (Ambitious youngsters…) 

Thursdays: Challenge. Hide N Seek through the school? Scavenger Hunts? Perhaps a Murder 

Mystery or Escape Room later this year? Teachers set up a challenge for the kids to do. 

Fridays: Movie. Using the projector in the computer lab, we set up an immersive movie 

experience to end the week.  

 

 

Have a fantastic weekend, 

Your CLUB D.I.S. & W  

Staff Members 


